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Copyright and similar exclusive rights regimes have long been mainstays of innovation policy, purporting to provide the incentive necessary to generate creative and innovative products for the benefit of the public. The received economic wisdom holds that a period of legal exclusivity allows the developer of a new creation to recoup the investment made in development, either by selling the product at higher than marginal cost or by licensing the work to others who will sell it at higher than marginal cost. The supranormal profits generated by excluding the creation or its close substitutes from the marketplace provide the incentive for the initial investment in what we term "intellectual property." To be sure, the promise of a return on investment is important for the development of all kinds of goods, not merely those we term intellectual property. However, many products of human endeavor require little or no developmental encouragement by way of legal exclusion, as these goods naturally carry the attributes of exclusivity in their form or design. While tangible goods generally benefit from some legal protection against theft, there is already a considerable cost to misappropriation of such goods, and the cost is often substantial enough both to deter pilferage of these products and ensure a return on the investment needed to create them. Absent a radical departure from the usual laws of physics, it is difficult to walk away with a building, or to feed a multitude with five loaves and two fish.
Height, depth, breadth, weight, mass, and entropy endow tangible goods with a ready-made scarcity.

However, where the primary value of a good lies in its creative or innovative character, rather than in its physical qualities, the resistance of tangible form to tangible appropriation offers little natural deterrence to appropriation of its more ephemeral qualities. Individual instantiations of intellectual property are certainly embodied in particular physical forms—on paper, on canvas, on magnetic or optical media—that can be guarded from a physical theft. But once the physical object is made accessible by publication, sale, or otherwise, the ideas, information, or artistic content embodied become exposed to copying or imitation.

The potential for such copying or imitation of intellectual property is generally a function of technological progress. In particular, recent advances in computer and networking technologies have greatly enabled the appropriation of ephemeral products. Digitization eliminates much of the physical character of creative works, embodying creativity as ethereal bits rather than material atoms. As digital technology proliferates and becomes increasingly interconnected, regimes of legal exclusion become increasingly difficult to police and enforce.

Historically, reproduction and distribution of materially embedded works required the costly technology necessary to manipulate and transport tangible products, and so limited the capability for unauthorized appropriation to a relative few, highly-capitalized actors; but the technology to accomplish digitized reproduction and distribution is now available at low cost, transforming individuals of relatively modest means into potential infringers.

While the proliferation of digital technology raises the cost of policing and enforcing legal exclusion, the same technology may also offer the producers of intangible goods an alternative method of exclusion. Because digital technology is capable of virtually modeling structural reality, it can be programmed to mimic the characteristics of tangible property. Producers of intellectual property may therefore resort to a form of self-help by re-embedding intangible goods in digital rights management systems, or "DRM," that simulate the natural appropriability resistance of physical goods. Such technological controls prohibit or constrain the copying and distribution that digital formats invite. By essentially transforming public

4. See I. Trotter Hardy, Not So Different: Tangible, Intangible, Digital, and Analog Works and Their Comparison for Copyright Purposes, 26 Dayton L. Rev. 211, 214 (2001). In copyright, the distinction between creative character and particular physical instantiations is maintained by the legal definition of "copy" and "work." See 17 U.S.C. § 101 (2000). Failure to maintain the distinction between the copy and the work can lead to serious analytical error regarding the treatment of the work's creative value. See, e.g., Hardy, supra, at 215.


goods back into private goods, owners of intellectual property may introduce into the design of digital media the more congenial constraints of more traditional media. Indeed, the constraints imposed by DRM may, in some cases, be designed to exceed those of traditional media.

But in order to reproduce the natural constraints of tangible form, DRM must constrain user interaction with the same predictability as physical matter. The goal of deploying reliable and deterministic constraints on user behavior simultaneously drives the character of this self-help technology in relation to both legal and technical standards. These characteristics of DRM occur simultaneously within two different contexts similarly labeled. The terminology of "standards" has been employed differently, and to some extent contrarily, in legal and technical parlance. In legal discourse, "standards" nomenclature has referred to flexible and fact-specific legal imperatives, used for ex post decisional determinations. In technological discourse, "standards" nomenclature has referred to uniform technical specifications. Yet, as shown in the following pages, these differing terminologies intersect and converge in the structure of DRM: As the goal of determinism confines the discretion and flexibility governing use of technologically protected materials, it also dictates uniformity and exclusivity in technological design.

In examining the relationship between these characteristics, this Article first take up the problem of DRM as a substitute for legal standards, describing the constraints imposed by adopting technological rather than legal protections. This Article then considers the influence of DRM on technological standards, including both the advantages and disadvantages of convergence on a preferred rights management technology. Part IV discusses the impact of layering legal protection, in the form of anti-circumvention statutes, over such technical standards, with particular attention to the effects of such legal protections on competitive behavior. Part V then turns to a discussion of several recent cases that demonstrate these effects, but that also demonstrate the emerging judicial initiatives to ameliorate the potential for anticompetitive outcomes. I conclude by considering the prospects for these judicial initiatives, and the need for further reforms.

9. Daniel Benoliel has recently made a similar point along these lines. See Daniel Benoliel, Technological Standards Inc.: Rethinking Cyberspace Regulatory Epistemology, 92 Cal. L. Rev. 1069, 1091 (2004) (proposing a new nomenclature for technical standards due to their centralized regulatory nature).
10. See infra Part I.
11. See infra Parts II, III.
12. See infra Part IV.
13. See infra Part V.
14. See infra Part VI.
I. REGULATORY DESIGN

The design of technological artifacts may be shaped by a variety of factors: the cost of production, the availability of materials, the expectation of purchasers, even the current whims of fashion. Each of these social and economic factors affects the characteristics of the product and, ultimately, the way in which the artifact may be used. Indeed, products are typically designed with certain uses in mind, and so imbued with characteristics that allow some uses and disallow others. In some cases, behavior is inadvertently channeled via routine technological design decisions regarding the size, shape, material, or placement of everyday artifacts. But frequently size, shape, material, or placement of artifacts is calculated to produce a particular result.

DRM constitutes an exceptionally complex and sophisticated attempt to delimit the behavior of consumers; however, it is hardly the first such attempt, nor the most prevalent. The intentional design of technologies to constrain or prompt certain behaviors is relatively common. For example, Bruno Latour illustrates his discussion of such constraints via the example of speed bumps along a roadway. These intentional bumps in the road are safely negotiated at lower speeds, but cause uncomfortable jolts, as well as potential damage to automobile suspension systems, if the mild obstructions are negotiated at higher speeds. Latour dubs these structures “sleeping policemen,” as they serve to keep traffic speeds down, accomplishing much the same result as posting actual traffic officers along the route.

As the example of speed bumps suggests, the interaction between the design of human artifacts and the users of those artifacts defines certain types of behavior accompanying the artifact. Scholars studying the social effects of technology have long observed that such “social shaping” is routinely accomplished through design that recruits the end user into a particular social role. As in a stage play or film, roles follow a particular instruction set, or script. But in the case of artifactual design, the script is built into the shape or characteristics of the artifact, and user responses to the artifact are channeled into certain predefined roles. The shape, placement, and physical qualities of speed bumps compose a behavioral script prompting human drivers to slow down. In essence, the design of the speed bump is inscribed with the instruction “Slow Down.”

16. Id.
17. Id.
Such technological regulation or "scripting" is relatively easy to see in human artifacts once one begins to look for it. Childproof bottle cap configurations deter consumption of pharmaceuticals by children lacking the manual strength or dexterity to open the bottle. Pillars or other architectural barriers afford passages too narrow to accommodate the width of shopping carts, deterring removal and ultimate loss of shopping carts from the immediate premises of grocery stores. Turnstiles ratchet in one direction only, channeling subway riders or sports fans into a particular space via a particular route, and preventing exit through the same portal. One-way retractable roadway spikes allow vehicles to proceed in one direction only, as backing the vehicle up would risk severe tire damage.

In digital media, a similar physical design "script" might be illustrated by the recent production of digital video discs ("DVDs") that, much like the anonymous directive audio tapes in the old Mission: Impossible television show, self-destruct after use. The DVDs are formed of a substance that degrades after the packaging is opened, limiting the life of the product after purchase. The discs are composed of a polymer that begins to darken when exposed to air; when the reaction reaches a certain degree of opacity, the data on the disc can no longer be read by the laser in a playback machine. The polymer can be formulated so that the darkening process takes twenty-four, forty-eight, or some other specified number of hours, so that the consumer essentially pays for a set period of access to the content. The process can reportedly be slowed by refrigeration, but eventual illegibility is an irreversible characteristic of the product's physical structure.

The design of such DVDs is significant in part because it allows the producer to price discriminate among purchasers with different preferences. Purchasers who wish to view a movie once or twice can purchase, for a low price, a DVD that will be viable for twenty-four hours. Purchasers who may wish to view a movie multiple times can for a higher price purchase a DVD with a longer life span. Purchasers who wish a permanent copy of the movie to be held in the purchaser's video library and viewed multiple times presumably attribute the greatest value to the movie and can be charged a relatively high price for a copy that does not self-destruct. The characteristics of the physical disc carrying the movie determine the behavior of the purchaser toward the disc, and consequently the price that can be charged for the disc.

The adoption of such design-based behavioral regulation may sometimes be mandated by the state, or sometimes spontaneously adopted by private manufacturers, or a combination of both, depending upon the natural and desired incentive structure for adoption. Regulatory designs may be desirable where the cost of monitoring and enforcing the desired behavior

---


via human agency is too high—the cost of situating actual policemen along every roadway in order to enforce speed limits would be prohibitive; speed bumps may prompt the desired speed limit compliance at a lower cost. In the case of DVDs, the monitoring and policing of the number of home viewings of a standard DVD, in order to charge according to consumer usage, would be invasive and costly. Offering time-limited DVDs allows consumers to self select high or low value versions at the point of purchase.

The relative cost of such self-enforcing mechanisms is equally important when determining whether to employ regulatory designs or other behavioral mechanisms to reach a desired result. In particular, regulatory design can in some instances serve as a substitute for legal regulation. Thus, Latour’s “sleeping policemen” may act as a speed-limiting device even in the absence of a formal statute or ordinance regulating vehicular speed. Latour similarly describes how automobile seatbelts with ignition interlocks, which require the seatbelt to be buckled before the ignition will start, embody a type of “script” requiring a driver to take the particular action of fastening the seatbelt before driving. 21 This requirement might otherwise be enforced by a statute or ordinance requiring the use of seatbelts. Similarly, a locked door effectively embodies a “script” or rule against unauthorized entry, whether or not a formal law forbids such unauthorized entry.

Dozens of such examples could be cited, and the interaction between regulatory design and regulatory enactments is complex. Frequently both are used as complements or reinforcements for one another in order to produce the desired behavioral outcomes. This is particularly the case where regulatory designs would provide the most efficient means for prompting a particular behavior but, due to externalities, the incentives to adopt such designs are lacking or improperly distributed. Consider, for example, the case in which the state wishes to enforce safety standards by requiring all automobile drivers to use seatbelts. 22 The most direct method to produce the desired behavior is to pass laws penalizing the failure to use such harnesses, but this approach incurs law enforcement costs to detect and punish driving without buckling up. An alternative method to produce the desired behavior, suggested by Latour, is to fit automobiles with seatbelt ignition interlocks; 23 but this must be done by the manufacturer, at a cost that will likely be passed on to consumers, resulting in higher purchase prices and fewer sales for manufacturers. Neither the manufacturers nor the purchasers may be willing to incur such costs in return for societal savings in safety that seems to each remote.

However, the state may implement the technological alternative through a variety of regulatory mechanisms, from a variety of sources. Most directly, the state might simply require automobile manufacturers to install


23. Id. at 225.
seatbelt interlocks on all cars produced. Alternatively, courts, or legislatures acting through courts, could impose liability for deaths or injuries on manufacturers who fail to install seatbelt interlocks, creating an incentive to include the feature in cars. Similar liability could be imposed on car drivers or owners, creating a consumer demand for manufacturers to install the devices. Ancillary social actors, such as insurers, may also be mobilized to ensure installation of the technological feature. For example, if liability is imposed on drivers who fail to adopt the technology, insurance payments for such drivers will likely increase. Insurers will presumably decrease premiums for drivers who lessen their liability by adopting the technology, partially subsidizing the cost of adoption. These alternatives may be superior to a direct design mandate, potentially invoking market forces to develop better versions of the technology at cheaper prices, rather than requiring adoption of a particular technological configuration by state fiat.

While the example of seatbelts or speed bumps largely implicates technological design as a substitute or complement for the public goods mediated by tort and criminal law, regulatory designs can also substitute for contract where private transactions are concerned. For example, it is possible to consider the design of a limited-use DVD, facilitating producer price discrimination, as a substitute for contractual provisions designed to accomplish a similar end. Such contractual provisions may be used to limit product uses in ways that intellectual property law does not. Copyright law affords the owners of digital content recourse against many unauthorized uses of their material, but copyright is subject to a host of uses that require no authorization from the copyright holder. Prominent among these uses is the ability of a purchaser to dispose of a copy by resale or other means under copyright’s “first sale” doctrine. Under this doctrine, ownership of the incorporeal work and ownership of the tangible embodiment are effectively bifurcated. Thus, a consumer may purchase a book, painting, or DVD and may typically dispose of the physical object however she pleases—by reselling it, giving it away to a friend, tossing it into the trash bin or setting it on fire. What the owner of the physical object typically may not do is dispose of it in one of a small number of restricted manners that implicate the embodied work—using the object as a template for making additional copies, for example.

A scheme of price discrimination is nearly impossible to maintain under such conditions, as the supplier of the intangible work is unable to prevent buyer arbitrage. Low-valuing purchasers might obtain DVDs and resell them at higher prices to high-valuing purchasers, bypassing the DVD

25. See, e.g., 17 U.S.C. §§ 107-112 (2000) (detailing numerous and varied exceptions to the exclusive rights of the copyright holder, such as the right to perform non-dramatic musical works at agricultural fairs or in the classroom).
26. See Meurer, supra note 20, at 874-75.
producer and pocketing the surplus. Owners of digital content have long wished to escape the "first sale" doctrine and similarly inconvenient consumer privileges afforded by copyright law. They have attempted to do so through the fiction of the "shrink-wrap" or "click-wrap" license, which purports to restrict a purchaser's use of the accompanying product. The license takes its name from the legal fiction that the purchaser demonstrates agreement to the license terms by breaking the "shrink-wrap" cellophane on the product package or, more recently, by using the computer mouse cursor to click on a graphic labeled "I agree." Because such an agreement is styled as a license, rather than a sale, it negates the privileges afforded by first sale.

Such licenses might appear to provide a solution to the arbitrage problem faced by the producer of a copyrighted work, such as a movie contained on a DVD. A restriction on resale might be included as part of the license accompanying the work. However, the road to legal acceptance for such agreements has been long and tortuous. Courts in the United States have in many cases been reluctant to enforce such agreements because in the classic shrink-wrap format, the purchaser may have no opportunity to review the license prior to opening the package. In some circumstances, such licenses may be limited by contract doctrines of unconscionability, or preempted by federal policy governing the rights the contract seeks to allocate. Some commentators have suggested that overreaching attempts to limit consumer exemptions and privileges granted under the statute could run afoul of federal copyright policy. And even if such licenses become more frequently enforceable, it remains extremely difficult for copyright holders to police such agreements.

Consequently, regulatory design may be an attractive lower-cost alternative to policing and enforcing such legally troublesome agreements. But these lowered enforcement costs must be balanced against other, possibly significant, costs entailed in adopting the design option. All regulatory design involves such costs—not simply the cost of the creating structure itself, but the costs implicit in the behavior deterred. Latour's "sleeping policemen" exact a price whenever excessive speed would be justified, as in an emergency, when police or rescue vehicles might be

---

required to use the speed-impaired roadway. Childproof bottle caps may impair the fingers of the elderly; barriers intended to deter the theft of shopping carts may impede the access of shoppers in wheelchairs, or of shoppers employing strollers for children; turnstiles may create bottlenecks during rush hour or at times when a large crowd needs to move in the opposite direction—to exit the station or arena, for example.

These costs arise out of the inability of the design structure to accommodate unforeseen or unacknowledged contingencies. Unlike policemen, speed bumps lack the capacity to recognize and permit socially beneficial speeding. Childproof vial caps lack the capacity to recognize and permit access to an individual who shares with children a lack of manual strength, but differs from children in maturity and discernment. Redesign that removes human agency also removes human discrimination, leaving potentially costly situations outside the access parameters of the design. If the costly contingent situations occur infrequently, the design structure may still constitute a net benefit. But if the contingent situations occur more frequently than expected, or are of a serious nature, regulatory design can become costly, although perhaps not to the same set of actors to whom the savings accrue—policemen rather than ambulances, the elderly rather than the very young.

This observation holds equally true where regulatory design is targeted to facilitate a private goal such as price discrimination. Price discrimination itself entails costs, and may not always be beneficial from the standpoint of wealth transfer. More importantly, the standard optimistic model of price discrimination assumes that the purchaser and the supplier of the good know and internalize the proper social value of the goods being exchanged, and factor that into the price. But some costs and some benefits may be unforeseen, unknowable, external to the parties, or simply too diffuse for them to contemplate. For example, past instances of the irretrievable cultural loss of important motion pictures due to unforeseen deterioration of available copies might give us pause when contemplating a future where many or most of the DVD copies of a motion picture are subject to intentional deterioration. The social and cultural importance of preserving a cultural work, and the survival value of having multiple intact copies of a motion picture in circulation, are not likely to be part of the supply and demand pricing calculus in deciding whether to issue self-destructing DVDs. Similarly, there may well be important but unforeseen social value in having intact and unencumbered copies of motion pictures in the possession of purchasers—unconsidered entertainment value to another member of the household, unintentional inspirational value to a future director or producer, or serendipitous educational value to a child who finds the disc upon a shelf. None of these positive externalities is likely to be taken into account in issuing or purchasing a self-destructing DVD, either.

33. See Julie E. Cohen, Copyright and the Perfect Curve, 53 Vand. L. Rev. 1799, 1801 (2000); Meurer, supra note 20, at 871-73.
II. EMBEDDED RULES

The physical character of a self-destructing DVD effectively replaces a licensing provision directed to first sale, accomplishing the same end as a shrink-wrapped prohibition on resale or limitation on use. But the composition of such structures provides a relatively simple design script, replacing the behavior expected under a relatively simple contract. To induce more complex behaviors of the sort expected under more complex contracts would require product designs capable of incorporating more complex scripts. Computer software, for example, comprises a technological artifact that can be programmed or scripted to “behave,” that is, to perform complex functions specified by a programmer. These complex functions are indeed “scripted,” arising from the grammatical quality of computer technologies that allows for explicit inscription of discourse within their design. The physical construction of a door enforces a particular prohibition, just as the electromechanical “script” of an ignition interlock enforces its particular prohibition, but these artifacts are not programmable in the sense that software may be programmed with a wide range of attributes. To a far greater extent than speed bumps or seat belts, digital technologies carry the capacity to embody highly sophisticated behavioral inscriptions that can accompany copies of a creative work as they are distributed, controlling uses of the work. Consequently, because digital technologies can be scripted to accommodate a variety of user behaviors, such controls can be scripted to incorporate restrictions that might otherwise be the subject matter of a written license.

To this end, copyright owners have begun deploying sophisticated software “lock-out” systems that prevent access to digitized content except on the terms dictated by the owner. These devices may take a variety of forms as hardware or software or some combination of the two. Such content management software may govern a wide range of user behaviors, such as the number of times a work may be accessed, the duration of access, the ability to reproduce or transmit the work, or the payment schedule for additional access.

34. See Pamela Samuelson et al., A Manifesto Concerning the Legal Protection of Computer Programs, 94 Colum. L. Rev. 2308, 2316 (1994) (describing software as a text that “behaves”).
35. See Agre, supra note 6, at 26-27.
Technological control systems may be used to prevent initial access to digital content without the permission of the content owner, for example, by provision of a password. Such access might be occasioned upon terms of payment or terms of usage for the protected content. The technology may also be designed to control behaviors that occur after access; for example, the DRM system might be programmed to permit only one playback of a work, or allow only one copy of a work to be printed. Technological control systems may tie access or use of the work to a certain machine, or, when attached to a network or other signaling device, monitor the degree and type of use of the work—perhaps to meter payment by the minute, by the bit, or by some other unit of usage. They may allow different levels of use depending on the level of payment made. Contingent or alternative terms might be programmed into the system, allowing a single access for a certain fee, or unlimited access for a higher fee. Access might even be revoked automatically, or by remote command, if payments are not made in a timely fashion.

In any of these applications, the technological constraints programmed into the system provide a self-enforcing substitute for legal constraints. For example, rather than agreeing in a written license that as a condition of access the user will make only one copy of the content, the technological controls may be built to allow only one copy to be made. Rather than agreeing in a written license that as a condition of access, the user will pay a fixed price for a copy of the content, the technological controls may be built to require a credit card number upon access—an account which will, via an Internet connection, be charged an incremental price when a copy is made. Technological protection may also be combined with legal mechanisms; for example, access to technologically controlled content may be provisioned on agreement to a "click-wrap"-type license that purports to restrict the permissible uses of the work. Indeed, where technological controls are used in combination with "click-wrap" licensing, the terms may be enforced by the control system itself.

The implications of this development are striking. As both Larry Lessig and Joel Reidenberg have pointed out, technical standards are within the control of the designer, and so confer upon the designer the power to

---

41. See Margaret Jane Radin, Online Standardization and the Integration of Text and Machine, 70 Fordham L. Rev. 1125, 1138 (2002).
govern behavior with regard to that system. Once constraints on behavior are built into the technical standards governing a technology, the technical standards effectively become a new method for governing use of that technology—in essence, the technical standards, or "code," become a type of law. Such technical rule sets may supplement or even supplant the legal rule sets designed to govern the same behavior. For example, as described above, the copyright owner may decide that the technological controls will not permit any copying of the controlled content, whether or not the copying would be permissible under a statutory user exemption, such as fair use. Thus, by implementing technical constraints on access to and use of digital information, a copyright owner can effectively supersede the rules of intellectual property law.

But even were the deployment of DRM intended to perfectly mirror the parameters of copyright law, technological controls and legal controls are not perfect substitutes for one another. The two forms of constraint differ in certain aspects, notably in the degree of discretion afforded to the user. Where legal regulation constitutes the barrier to use of content, users may breach it at their discretion, avoiding penalties until they are apprehended, if they are apprehended, and legal process is complete. But when confronted with analogous technological constraints, unless users are technologically sophisticated, unauthorized uses are simply impossible. This is in fact where the potential savings from DRM accrues; because they curtail user discretion, technological barriers may be less costly for content owners to police and enforce. Consequently, content owners may prefer to instantiate the terms of product use as computer code, rather than as contract or copyright law.

This disparity between legal and technical constraints stems in part from differences in the formulation of legal imperatives. Legal scholars have for some time engaged in a long-running debate over the comparative merits of so-called "rules" versus so-called "standards." Each of these types of legal imperative entails different costs and benefits, lending themselves to


differing regulatory situations. Each type of imperative is characterized by its degree of determinacy and the institution best suited to administer it. Perhaps most important to the distinction between these types of legal imperatives is the point at which the legal imperative is created, and therefore the timing of cost incurred to properly formulate them.

Rules have been characterized as bright-line and definite decisional criteria.\textsuperscript{49} Bright-line rules are typically designated before the occurrence to be regulated. Because they are simple and straightforward, rules are cheap to administer; the costs of their formulation will be incurred ex ante.\textsuperscript{50} But because they are essentially predictive, designating precise behavior ahead of time, rules are best formulated by an institution equipped to collect extensive predictive information, typically a legislature. Rules will tend to be favored where certainty is important, and where decisional parameters can be most effectively determined on a comprehensive basis before their application.

Standards, by contrast, are characterized as flexible case-by-case decisional criteria that can take situational variance into account.\textsuperscript{51} Standards operationalize case-by-case determinations by laying down a broad decisional criterion.\textsuperscript{52} Such decisional flexibility necessarily vests a fair degree of discretion in a fact finder, typically the judiciary, in order to adapt the general imperative to the particular circumstance.\textsuperscript{53} Because the precise application of the standard is determined after the fact, standards shift costs of administration to ex post decision making.\textsuperscript{54} Due to their flexibility and a priori indeterminacy, standards will be favored where the best outcome cannot be easily foreseen, and so determination after the fact is more efficient.

In addition to their respective benefits, each of these approaches entails certain drawbacks as well. Rules offer clear imperatives for behavior, but this means that they tend to be essentially binary; that is, one is either in compliance or one is not.\textsuperscript{55} This in turn means that in their pure form, rules leave little room for nuance or factual shading. Due to their inflexibility, they may lead to costly outcomes if they fit a given situation poorly.\textsuperscript{56} Exceptions to the rule, or excuses and justification for noncompliance, tend to make them look more like standards. Standards on the other hand tend to be fuzzier and more fact dependent; because standards are typically and intentionally stated indeterminately, they offer little guidance as to expected behavior, and so may generate costs associated with this uncertainty.

\textsuperscript{49} See Kaplow, supra note 48, at 559-60.
\textsuperscript{50} See id.
\textsuperscript{51} See id.
\textsuperscript{52} See id. at 596; see also Isaac Ehrlich & Richard Posner, An Economic Analysis of Legal Rulemaking, 3 J. Legal Stud. 257, 278 (1974).
\textsuperscript{54} See Ehrlich & Posner, supra note 52, at 267.
\textsuperscript{56} See Kaplow, supra note 48, at 596.
For example, as I have indicated above, access to creative works will tend to generate serendipitous and external benefits that are unlikely to be taken into account when setting the price and terms for usage. The inability of purchasers, and hence of suppliers, to foresee such value militates in favor of standards-based determinations of conduct; ex ante rule setting is no more likely to anticipate such value than are participants in the market. In contrast, an ex post evaluator can on a case-by-case basis take into account whatever benefit may have come from an unauthorized use. This standards-based approach is in fact characteristic of the user privileges under copyright, such as fair use, which involves a fact-specific balancing of the costs and benefits to a particular action after the action has occurred.

But because of their inherent limitations, regulatory designs are largely inimical to modeling standards-based decisions. Because the parameters of the desired behavior are incorporated into the design, regulatory design most closely resembles rules-based constraints. As in the promulgation of legal rules, the costs of the constraint are incurred ex ante, as part of the design process; the anticipated behaviors and responses must be anticipated as the design is produced. It should come as no surprise that, as in the case of legal rules, the permissible range of behaviors is sharply delineated, relatively rigid, and insensitive to factual variation. As in the case of the self-destructing DVD, situations unanticipated in formulating either rules or analogous designs will go unaccommodated by either type of constraint.

Despite the sophistication of the scripts incorporated into programmable technologies, this rule holds as true for DRM as for self-destructing DVDs or speed bumps. Lacking the deliberative nuance of human agency, DRM lacks the flexibility to accommodate access or usage that is unforeseen, unexpected, or unanticipated. Indeed, there is no incentive for the promulgators of DRM to even attempt to foresee usage with highly diffuse but positive social externalities: Neither the copyright holder nor the purchaser of a copyrighted work are the direct beneficiaries of such external effects, and so have no reason to take them into account. This in turn implies that technical protections will typically be unable to accommodate the many exemptions and exceptions to the Copyright Act, many of which are calibrated to capture just such benefits.

57. See supra p. 545.
58. See Benoliel, supra note 9, at 1091.
59. See id. at 1104.
60. Contra Stefan Bechtold, The Present and Future of Digital Rights Management: Musings on Emerging Legal Problems, in Digital Rights Management: Technological, Economic, Legal and Political Aspects 597, 602-04 (Eberhard Becker et al. eds., 2003) (arguing that future Digital Rights Management Systems ("DRM") technologies will be sufficiently "malleable" to allow transformative reuses of protected content). The point that I have made here regarding the inability of DRM to accommodate legal standards, as underscored by Benoliel, supra note 9, and by Erickson & Mulligan, supra note 8, indicates why Bechtold's assessment of future DRM is unduly rosy.
In previous work with Julie Cohen, I have shown that technological controls tend to be relatively blunt instruments for control of digital content, unable to accommodate copyright fair use without the re-introduction of human discretion. Our suggestion for re-introducing human discretion into DRM has, with some justification, been criticized as essentially defeasing DRM of much of its predictability and so much of its benefit. As I have shown here, it is the deterministic, bright-line predictability of DRM that makes it an attractive cost-saving mechanism to the copyright holder. But as I have also shown, savings to the copyright owner are not the entirety of the social cost-benefit function. Locked into the rigid determinism of ex ante design decisions, DRM will also incur the social costs that would otherwise be minimized by the employment of legal standards. Any cost-benefit balance reflected in the array of rights privileges under the copyright statute is thus lost in technological substitution.

III. TECHNICAL UNIFORMITY

While the deterministic "scripting" of DRM accommodates only legal rules, rather than legal standards, it also drives DRM toward formation of technical uniformity, as the same ex ante design process that shapes DRM's function shapes its technical character. The development and promulgation of uniform technical characteristics, or technical standards, has been a topic of considerable attention in the regulation of competition and in innovation policy. That analysis is useful in the context of DRM promulgation as well, although the nature of DRM standards and their legal milieu raise heightened, possibly unique legal concerns.

"Standards" in this context, rather than referencing a type of legal imperative, may be defined as a set of technical specifications that provide common design features for a product or process. The potential benefits of uniform technical standards and the problems attending incompatible standards are commonplace knowledge. As any traveler carrying an electrical appliance has discovered, the costs of nonuniform technical standards can be profound. Voltage, current, and plug configuration vary enormously among different jurisdictions, requiring either expensive duplication of compatible appliances, or a panoply of adapters and

64. See Erickson & Mulligan, supra note 8.
transformers allowing a noncompatible appliance to interoperate with the local standards. Either compatibility strategy is cumbersome and costly. The ability of the same traveler to place a telephone call from nearly anywhere in the world to nearly anywhere else in the world speaks to the value of long-fought and hard-won compatibility in a different technology—telecommunications.

In each case of compatibility or incompatibility, this standardization problem is intimately tied to the costs and benefits of network effects. Network effects may arise in situations where the value of a system increases as users are added. Purchasers of network goods find the good increasingly valuable as others also purchase the good. Typically, the increased value accrues to subsequent adopters, and accrues as a positive externality. For example, a telephone system is of relatively little value if it has only two subscribers; each subscriber can call only one other person. The system is of greater value if it has more subscribers, because each subscriber can then communicate with many others. Those who subscribe to the system after it has accrued a large number of subscribers may obtain a more valuable service than those who subscribed early, when there were few other subscribers. At the same time, the value of the service to the early subscribers grows as additional users sign on to the network.

This insight can be generalized to other types of human artifacts with shared compatibility; languages, for example, may be thought of as goods having network effects. The ability to interoperate internationally with a wide diversity of individuals is illustrated by the benefits of speaking Greek in the ancient Western world, Latin in the Medieval Western world, or English in the current global era. As another well-studied and pertinent example, many commentators have noted that computer operating systems tend toward a uniform standard because of the natural benefits of a uniform standard: Users need only invest in learning the characteristics of the system once, technical support for a single standard is simple to provide, and producers of compatible software applications need only develop products to function with a single platform.

The Internet, for example, is a prime candidate for display of such network externalities: Network access becomes more valuable as it becomes more ubiquitous. Much of the success of the Internet itself is
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due to the creation of a new type of physical network: The internetworking protocols on which the Internet operates allow disparate types of computer hardware, running many different software systems, to interact on a single network. Thus, users with previously incompatible equipment can now join the same system and interoperate. Additionally, any given application run on the network may show a different kind of network effect from usage: E-mail, for example, is a more valuable service if it can be used more widely. Similarly, the World Wide Web software application becomes more valuable as it accumulates more reference linkages, allowing more information to be indexed and accessed.

Both types of network activities are simultaneously possible because the Internet exhibits more than one type of network effect. Michael L. Katz & Carl Shapiro have distinguished between these effects as actual and virtual networks. Actual networks may be characterized as those that physically interoperate with one another, virtual networks as those that share common features without direct interoperation. To the extent that a system shares a technical configuration that allows machines to physically interconnect, it represents an actual network, whereas the benefits accruing from similarity of software platforms or, for that matter, from the content on the system, comprise a virtual network of shared compatibility. Where a common technical standard is available, both types of beneficial effects may be generated.

At the same time, there exists a serious potential downside for any standards-setting process. Networks may also produce negative effects, as the cost of leaving the network, even when it would be socially desirable to do so, may be prohibitively high. The likelihood of "lock-in" to an inefficient standard remains a disputed, but nonetheless serious consideration. The concern in such situations is that once a standard is adopted, network effects may raise the cost of changing to a newer or better alternative causing the standard to become permanently entrenched. This may possibly occur where the short-term costs of switching away from the old standard are greater than the long-term benefits of the new standard—indeed, it has been argued that development of new standards may be deterred if network effects raise the short-term cost of development and deployment of the new standard above the perceived savings of a new standard.
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But because standard-setting is often beneficial, and indeed may be critically important where network efficiencies can be realized, development of standards is generally desirable, and may be facilitated by a variety of mechanisms.\textsuperscript{78} In some cases, the government may formally mandate a standard. In other cases, actors in an industry may voluntarily band together to settle on a standard; this may occur through informal consultations or under the auspices of a more formal standard-setting organization. In yet other cases, a de facto standard may arise spontaneously, for example in an industry where a particular product configuration or characteristic evolves to dominance.

In each of these cases, the development of standards carries potential risks to competition, related to the potential negative consequences of network effects. Most such concerns relate to anticompetitive manipulation of the standards-setting process, or the standard itself, to achieve some form of market dominance.\textsuperscript{79} Private standard-setting organizations, for example, may sometimes cloak anticompetitive cartel-like activity if their membership is limited and conditions permit them to control adoption of the standard. Closed standard-setting organizations might prevent nonmember competitors from participating in determination of an industry standard and, perhaps more importantly, may prevent nonmembers from licensing proprietary technologies incorporated into a standard. Even outside an organizational setting, it has been argued that a dominant industry player may be able to arrange “tipping” of the market toward a desired standard—presumably, toward a proprietary standard that can be controlled or exploited.\textsuperscript{80} Concern in this regard has been particularly keen where the standard that is adopted, or which evolves to dominance, is covered by patent, copyright, or similarly exclusive rights.

Like other computer technologies, DRM will be shaped by network effects, and can be expected to converge towards a standard. Indeed, as a practical matter, DRM will only work if all the publishers in a relevant industry agree to employ it—otherwise, unauthorized copies will quickly become available and proliferate from unprotected sources. As DRM becomes ubiquitous, consumers and users of DRM and DRM-protected content can be expected to seek the convenience and savings of compatible devices and file formats. In some instances, industry groups such as the DVD consortium have already developed DRM and DRM-compatible standards for particular media.\textsuperscript{81} In other areas, such as digital music, industry development of such standards has been an elusive goal, and the lack of compatibility and interoperability between differing rights-managed music formats has been a source of frustration to consumers.

\textsuperscript{79} See Stanley M. Besen & Joseph Farrell, Choosing How to Compete: Strategies & Tactics in Standardization, 8 J. Econ. Persp. 117, 128 (1994).
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DRM constraints themselves constitute a type of levy price increase on the value of creative works—users who are accustomed to unimpeded access to copyrighted works will be hampered in using what they have purchased, losing the convenience of playing music or movies on different types of equipment, the value of transferring content to an automobile or portable playback system, and so on. Substantial DRM interference with consumer use of the work effectively makes the work “overpriced,” potentially causing consumers to complain, to switch their buying to other, less obnoxious, forms of entertainment, or to switch to alternative versions of the same content—depending on the comparative annoyance costs, the content might perhaps be borrowed from friends, obtained from a library, or downloaded from an unauthorized file-sharing source. Publishers will of course have some incentive to assess and accommodate value that users derive from some types of unimpeded access. As I have suggested above, it is unclear that the publishers of technically protected content are in a good position to assess such uses ex ante, and those costs not internalized by consumers, and so not taken into account by publishers, remain a social welfare concern. But diminution of the value of the content due to DRM may provide some degree of market discipline, as publishers with the least intrusive DRM, or perhaps those willing to forgo DRM, capture market share from others whose DRM configurations restrict the value of their content to consumers.

Consequently, while development of DRM standards carries with it the usual concerns over network “lock-in,” cartel behavior, and market “tipping,” many of the natural market safeguards against monopoly pricing, such as new entry, should also apply; for example, defectors from such an industry-wide DRM agreement might reap the rewards of lower annoyance costs, at least in the short term, at the expense of competitors employing DRM. But in the case of DRM, an additional set of considerations heightens and exacerbates the usual concerns over anticompetitive conduct. These concerns relate to the security of interoperable standards themselves. The use of digital media requires the interoperation of a variety of software and hardware devices. Content files do not exist in isolation, but require devices to read and translate the files to output, to move files between different locations in the computer, to copy the files to different formats within the computer, and to perform a variety of other operations. But because the security of rights-managed content might be compromised by interaction with devices that are not themselves secured, dependable rights management requires some form of protection or safeguard against insecure devices.82

The most secure approach is to simply decline or prohibit interoperation with potentially insecure devices. Consequently, developers of rights management systems have proposed the creation of trusted platforms that,
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in essence, generate a secure perimeter for interoperation, and allow within that perimeter only those devices judged to be safe.\textsuperscript{83} In proposed systems such as Microsoft’s secure platform, formerly known as “Palladium,” the central processor of the computer, as the computer boots up, would systematically examine, authenticate, and certify devices attached to the system—that is to say, the processor would allow interaction only with devices that were recognized as being secure.\textsuperscript{84} Interaction with devices that are not recognized, or that were deemed to be insecure, would be declined. Under this approach the security concerns or “trust management” protocols of DRM dictates the exclusion of devices that are technically compatible, but untrusted.

As secured machines are networked, this strategy extends to trusted content and rights management systems operating over the Internet or similar computer networks.\textsuperscript{85} The design of such distributed systems calls for secure servers that would provide remote users with access to, or content from, data and entertainment archives, but only on recognition of trusted technical safeguards.\textsuperscript{86} Archived content would be packaged with predetermined DRM controls instantiating the usage limitations specified by the owner. Online requests for access to content, or for purchase and download of content, would be honored only where the recipient machine was certified as capable of securely implementing the bundled DRM. Thus, the DRM protocols for automated acquisition of creative works, too, would dictate exclusion of technically compatible but untrusted devices.

In a secured, rights-managed environment, therefore, interoperation and the ability to produce viable interoperative products depend not only on the standard for technical compatibility, but on the standard for defining and implementing “trust.”\textsuperscript{87} A full discussion of the technical and operational parameters of trust management lies well beyond the scope of this paper,\textsuperscript{88} but since security is never absolute, such parameters are not necessarily objective in all dimensions, requiring at minimum a judgment as to how secure is secure enough. Where interoperation is at issue, the potential for considerable anticompetitive mischief may lie in such judgments; one can well imagine the possessor of a dominant market position protecting that position by excluding rival products from interoperation, ostensibly on security concerns, but clandestinely on strategic criteria.\textsuperscript{89} Even if the
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alleged security concerns leading to exclusion are wholly legitimate, concealing no illegitimate anticompetitive motivation, the practical effect of the exclusion may be the same, barring entry to innovative complementary or competing products.

Of course, trust management exclusion is difficult if the technical criteria for interoperation are known; competitors may simply design their products to meet the technical standard and enter the market regardless. This entry can be expected in an open market, and helps serve as a check on many types of exclusive design strategies. DRM may be designed to monitor and enforce its own trust criteria but such safeguards can themselves be designed around. However, if legitimate competitors can design around the technical safeguards against untrusted interoperation, so may technicians with more nefarious goals in mind. By the same token, sheltering or concealing the criteria of a technical security standard stymies not only illegitimate attempts at access, but legitimate ones. This double-edged result of standard suppression threatens normal market corrections that depend upon the accessibility to DRM protocols. In particular, the ability of new entrants or other competitors to gain unconsented access to technical protocols necessary for interoperation has been greatly complicated by a legal regime enacted to reinforce the security of DRM technologies.

IV. ANTI-CIRCUMVENTION LAW

I have argued above that, while design constraints and legal constraints are to some extent interchangeable, these two substitutes may engage in complex interaction: The two may complement and reinforce one another. The state may promulgate rules requiring manufacturers to install seatbelt ignition interlocks, or may assign liability in such a way as to induce their installation, but may also promulgate laws penalizing consumers who disable the interlocks, in order to ensure that the regulatory device has the intended effect. The same interrelationship holds true for DRM. While proposals to require or induce use of DRM have not thus far been adopted, 91 laws reinforcing the voluntary deployment of DRM have been.

The rationale behind such laws maintains that where technology provides the first line of defense against unauthorized uses of copyrighted works, the legal protection needed to encourage creativity may not necessarily be deterrence against violation of copyright or similar proprietary rights, but rather legal deterrents against circumvention of technological protections. In the United States, a legal deterrent of this kind has been enacted in the form of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act ("DMCA"), which prohibits circumvention of technical protection measures, and trafficking in
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technology that would facilitate such circumvention.  

This statute effectively provides content owners a new right of technological access, seemingly independent of any intellectual property right. Language promulgating similar legal measures has appeared in a recent European Union Copyright Directive. 

In the United States, the statute was touted as legislation necessary to fulfill the United States' obligations under the World Intellectual Property Organization Copyright Treaty ("WIPO Treaty"). However, the treaty requires only that signatory states provide "adequate legal protection and effective legal remedies" against circumvention of technological controls. In the United States, such protection would already have been provided under the doctrine of contributory infringement, which attributes copyright liability to providers of technical devices that lack a substantial noninfringing use. This provision of U.S. law could have been employed against a provision of so-called "black box" devices intended to circumvent technological protections. The compliance of U.S. law with the requirements of the treaty was so substantial that the Clinton administration initially considered submitting the WIPO Treaty to the Senate for ratification without accompanying implementing legislation. 

Instead, lobbying by content industries resulted in the enactment of so-called "implementing" legislation containing anti-circumvention provisions that far exceed anything contemplated by the treaty. Starkly put, the DMCA on its face appears to create a new and unprecedented right to control access to copyrighted works. The statute outlaws the act of circumventing "a technological measure that effectively controls access to a work protected under this title." It also prohibits "trafficking" or providing the means to circumvent either technological access controls or technological measures that control the exclusive rights of a copyright holder: copy controls, display or performance controls, and so on. Congress appears to have distinguished between access controls and usage controls, allowing circumvention of the former but not the latter, in order to
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enable user privileges and exemptions. In theory, a user would have to obtain authorized access to a protected work, but having done so, could without authorization circumvent usage controls to make fair or other permissible uses. In reality, however, few content users have the skills to circumvent the usage controls, and the statute prohibits those who have such skills from assisting those who do not. Moreover, access controls are essentially indistinguishable from usage controls, and as a practical matter provide control of both access and use.

The Act provides for a handful of exceptions for purposes such as law enforcement, encryption research, and security testing. The statutory exceptions are confusing and somewhat contradictory, but are primarily directed to the prohibition on circumvention; exceptions to providing circumvention means are extremely limited. First, the Librarian of Congress is empowered under the statute to periodically exempt certain classes of works from the prohibition on access circumvention in order to preserve selected access for socially valuable noninfringing uses.

Additionally, the statute incorporates several standing exceptions to the access prohibition. Circumvention of technological controls is permitted for legitimate governmental intelligence and law enforcement purposes. Nonprofit library and educational institutions may circumvent in order to make a good faith determination whether to acquire a copy of the protected work. Circumvention is also permitted in order for software developers to achieve interoperability among computer products, for encryption research, and to test computer security. Parents may circumvent in order to prevent their children from accessing harmful content on the Internet. Individuals may circumvent in order to protect the privacy of their “online activities.” The Act also incorporates statements that digital equipment manufacturers are under no affirmative duty to design their
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products to accommodate particular content control systems.\textsuperscript{112} The Act also states that the anti-circumvention provisions are not intended to alter copyright remedies, limitation, and defenses such as fair use;\textsuperscript{113} to broaden contributory or vicarious copyright liability;\textsuperscript{114} or to enlarge or diminish rights of free speech or press activities involving consumer electronics, telecommunications, or computing products.\textsuperscript{115}

The DMCA anti-circumvention device provisions are directed to two different types of technological measures. The first is directed to devices that circumvent technological measures that control access to a copyrighted work.\textsuperscript{116} The second is directed to devices that circumvent technological measures that protect the rights of a copyright holder in a work or portion of a work.\textsuperscript{117} Each provision prohibits the manufacture, importation, provision, public offering, or trafficking in a technology, product, service, device, component, or part thereof if primarily designed or produced for the purpose of circumventing, has only limited commercially significant purposes or use other than to circumvent, or is knowingly marketed for use in circumvention.\textsuperscript{118}

These device provisions are subject to confusing and contradictory exceptions that are narrower than the seven exceptions to the provision prohibiting acts of circumvention. Circumvention devices necessary for interoperability are privileged,\textsuperscript{119} but devices for law enforcement and privacy reasons are not. Devices necessary to circumvent access controls are privileged for encryption and for security research,\textsuperscript{120} but devices to circumvent rights controls for the same purposes are not. There is no provision for devices necessary to gain access or circumvent rights controls in order to make fair use or other uses permissible under the Copyright Act despite the statements in the DMCA that it was not intended to alter such privileges.\textsuperscript{121}

This apparent inflexibility in the statute should perhaps be unsurprising. The purpose of backing the integrity of technical controls by statute is to shift enforcement of the rights-holder’s interest from penalties for unauthorized infringement to penalties for unauthorized access. Given that DRM is only able to channel user conduct into dependably secure behaviors when its architecture is predictable and deterministic, the legal imperatives that guard the technical controls must be equally predictable and deterministic. Just as technical regulation under DRM cannot accommodate the fact-dependent, ex post flexibility of legal standards, so
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the accompanying legal regulation of circumvention resists such situational flexibility.

By adopting ex ante, deterministic legal imperatives, anti-circumvention laws, acting as an adjunct to deterministic technological controls, confer upon content owners a degree of control over creative works never attainable under a regime of traditional copyright. The rule-based approach assumes that both Congress and copyright holders can determine ex ante the proper balance of cost and benefit, but as described previously, whenever unforeseen or unanticipated costs arise, a rules-based approach will fail to properly calibrate behavior. One potential result of the DMCA approach, unaccounted for in the calculus of creative incentives, may be that this combination of legal and technical control drives the promulgation of monolithic DRM technical standards: by deterring legitimate circumvention of DRM, the DMCA provisions help to "lock in" the dominant technical standard by frustrating interoperation or replacement by competing products. Thus, unprecedented control over content potentially confers unprecedented market power on the developer of the dominant technical standard, facilitating anti-competitive conduct.

V. ANTI-COMPETITIVE APPLICATIONS

The potential for the DMCA anti-circumvention provisions to foster anti-competitive conduct has already become apparent. In the relatively short time since their enactment, the DMCA anti-circumvention provisions have been invoked in a handful of cases and reported incidents. Courts have typically been sympathetic to such claims when the incidents have reached the point of judicial action, although recent appellate opinions may signal a shift toward greater skepticism over DMCA claims. This shift may stem from a pattern of litigation in which misappropriation of technically protected content is seldom present, suppression of competitive products seems a likely motivation, and the claims brought have become increasingly divorced from the entertainment piracy that Congress initially intended to deter by passage of the DMCA.

The earliest cases asserted under the anti-circumvention statutes bore at least a nominal connection to entertainment piracy, although the issue of control over non-entertainment products was never far distant. The claims in Universal City Studios v. Reimerdes were based upon circumvention of a technical control system known as the Content Scrambling System ("CSS"), which was designed to secure access to DVD movie discs. A key feature of the system was that the software controls embedded in the disc allowed discs to be played only on approved consumer playback
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machines. Machines manufactured in different geographic areas were designed to allow access to the content of a given DVD only if the disc was coded to be played in that corresponding geographic area, thus allowing significant control over the timing and distribution of movies released in different parts of the globe. The corollary to this technological control system is that DVDs may only be played on approved playback equipment, whose manufacturer has built the equipment for use with the control system.

In response to this limitation, a fifteen-year-old Norwegian youth developed a program that he called “DeCSS,” designed to circumvent the access controls, purportedly in order to allow DVDs to be played on non-approved playback systems. Use of the DeCSS program would thus allow DVDs purchased in one area of the world to be played on equipment that would otherwise be geographically incompatible. It would also allow DVDs to be played on unapproved playback equipment, and in particular, allow the discs to be played on a Linux operating system platform, for which no approved device existed. The owners of DVD content, the movie studios, alleged that the DeCSS “hacking tool” violated the DMCA provisions prohibiting trafficking in circumvention devices, and successfully filed suit to prevent various web sites from either directly distributing the program or offering hypertext links to other sites where it might be found. Both the district court and the appellate court hearing the case rejected any claim that the First Amendment might privilege distribution of DeCSS computer code, or that owners of DVDs might be entitled to such a tool in order to engage in fair use. The court determined instead that Congress had intended to create a new form of protection for technologically secured works, and had no obligation to ensure that this new statutory scheme accommodated consumers in exercising their fair use under copyright law.

While the DMCA claims brought in Reimerdes were ostensibly advanced to protect the integrity of movies from unauthorized duplication, the practical outcome was that DVD movie playback remained tied to approved systems—effectively controlling a market for consumer electronics that was well beyond the intellectual property interest in copyrighted movies. Control over interoperable technology, rather than an explosion of unauthorized copying, seemed similarly at the heart of the DMCA dispute in RealNetworks, Inc. v. Streambox, Inc., a DMCA action brought by the publisher of a popular software package used to receive music or video “streams” via the Internet. The RealPlayer receiver software, which would
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typically be installed on a user’s desktop machine, achieves connection with
a RealPlayer music or video server elsewhere on the network through a
"secret handshake" protocol that allows the server and receiver to recognize
one another.\textsuperscript{131} Once a connection is achieved, the system contains a
feature to determine whether the user of the receiver has obtained rights to
copy the music files sent by the server, or only to listen to the music as it is
sent.\textsuperscript{132}

The defendant Streambox produced a competing receiver, as well as
several other pieces of software designed to be interoperable with the
RealPlayer system. In order to play RealPlayer signals, the Streambox
receiving components connected with the RealPlayer server by emulating
the "secret handshake" protocol.\textsuperscript{133} However, once the connection was
established, the Streambox product lacked the restriction feature that would
prevent unauthorized copying of streamed music or video. RealNetworks
brought suit against Streambox, alleging that the latter’s receiving
components constituted a “circumvention device” under the DMCA. In an
unpublished opinion, the court granted the preliminary injunction, holding
that the emulation of the "secret handshake" protocol constituted a
circumvention of the RealPlayer restriction features.\textsuperscript{134}

The most striking feature of this opinion is that no content owner
appears—although the DMCA was purportedly enacted to protect owners
of copyrighted content, only producers of competing software technology
were involved in the RealNetworks action. No pirating or unauthorized
reproduction of any copyrighted content was shown, only the production of
an interoperable product that could have been used to produce unauthorized
copies of content. The facts may be viewed as an attempt by a software
publisher to impede or abolish the distribution of a rival product, and at a
minimum the case demonstrates that the statute could be turned to such
purposes.

Subsequent DMCA cases have moved yet farther away from claims
related to copyright piracy, instead asserting anti-circumvention claims
where unapproved uses of copyrighted works might disrupt the producer’s
preferred marketing scheme—a problem seen in Reimerdes, but having
many other incarnations. For example, in Sony Computer Entertainment
America Inc. v. Game Masters the alleged circumvention device was an
add-on module to the PlayStation videogame console.\textsuperscript{135} The device, called
a “Game Enhancer,” could be used to speed up or increase the difficulty of
Sony games.\textsuperscript{136} But the device was also sold with instructions on how to
use a U.S.-marketed console to play games intended for sale only in Europe
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Much like the DVD CSS territory codes in *Reimerdes*, the PlayStation console was designed to operate when encrypted data from a game CD verified that the game was a Sony product authorized for distribution in the same geographical territory as the console. The “Game Enhancer” instructions allowed players to initialize a U.S. game, then temporarily turn control of the console over to the Game Enhancer while the U.S. game was removed and an import game inserted and loaded. Control was then turned back over to the console’s operating system, which would execute the game software based on the previous authorization. The court concluded that this constituted circumvention of a technological measure in violation of the DMCA, and that distribution of the Game Enhancer violated the DMCA trafficking provisions.

The anti-circumvention claims in *Game Masters* were intended to suppress the use of lawfully purchased game cartridges in a manner contrary to the copyright holder’s wishes. Control over post-purchase use of legitimate software was similarly at issue in the DMCA claims brought in *Davidson & Associates v. Internet Gateway*. The plaintiff, Blizzard Entertainment, was the publisher of a variety of popular computer video games, whose games included a “multiplayer mode” that would allow players to play against one another by means of the Internet. This online multiplayer service, called Battle.net, authenticated players by means of an encrypted “secret handshake” sequence. When game users log onto Battle.net, the service requests the authentication sequence that accompanied the purchased game. If the sequence given is recognized as belonging to a purchased game, and is not already in play, the service permits access.

The defendants in the case were the volunteer developers of an alternative, open source network, called the “bnetd” project, which was intended to offer the same experience as Battle.net, but avoid certain difficulties or objectionable materials users experienced on Battle.net. Like Battle.net, the bnetd software would allow Blizzard game players to interact in multiplayer mode over the Internet. In order to allow players to interact in multiplayer mode, it was necessary for the bnetd developers to reverse engineer Blizzard software and protocols. It was also necessary for the bnetd system to interact with the individual game software modules via the “secret handshake” protocol, although bnetd was not designed to check the game sequence to determine if the sequence belonged to a purchased game or was already in play.
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Blizzard sued the bnetd developers for anti-circumvention violations. Relying on previous decisions such as *Game Masters*, the district court found the developers to be trafficking in access circumvention tools that gave unauthorized access to the Battle.net mode of the games. The court rejected the notion that the access users of the bnetd system, who were lawful purchasers of the Blizzard games, were engaged in authorized access by virtue of owning the games. The court was convinced, instead, that the owners of the games lacked lawful permission to circumvent the Battle.net technical protections. Similarly, the court decided that the DMCA reverse engineering exception did not apply, because the bnetd developers were not seeking interoperability of an “independently created computer program,” but rather were producing a substitute for Battle.net. Such a substitute product was held not to be a legitimate object for the reverse engineering exception.

The use of the anti-circumvention provisions to exclude from the marketplace not threats to the technical protection of a copyrighted product, but interoperable products that might disturb copyright holder’s plans for an adjacent market, is troubling. But by far the most egregious employment of the DMCA has been to block the sale of competing products in consumer devices with no relationship whatsoever to copyright piracy. A claim of this sort was brought in *Lexmark International, Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc.*, where a manufacturer of computer printers filed a DMCA circumvention infringement suit against the manufacturer of computer chips incorporated into competing new or refilled ink cartridges. Lexmark, a major computer printer manufacturer, sells both printers and ink toner cartridges. The cartridges are recognized by the printer via a software authentication sequence programmed into a chip in the cartridge. Rival manufacturers’ refilled aftermarket cartridges would not function with the printer unless they mimicked this sequence. The district court held that by providing chips that allow rival cartridges to be recognized by the printer, defendant Static Control was trafficking in a tool circumventing a technological measure, because the program in the cartridge chip “controlled access” to the printer software. The district court also rejected the defendant’s defense under the reverse engineering provisions of the DMCA, holding that the accused devices did not comprise “independently created computer programs,” but only copies of the Lexmark printer control programs. The court expressly rejected the suggestion that the DMCA provisions were targeted against copyright
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piracy,\textsuperscript{154} reasoning that this goal would have been accomplished by the DMCA usage circumvention provisions, rendering the access provisions "surplussage."\textsuperscript{155}

Similar anti-circumvention claims have also been asserted over the interoperability of garage door openers, a product perhaps even farther removed from entertainment copyright piracy than printer ink cartridges. In 

\textit{Chamberlain Group, Inc. v. Skylink Technologies, Inc.}, the plaintiff, a manufacturer of garage door opening equipment, attempted to exclude from the market "universal" remote control units that were designed to function as a backup or replacement remote control for its own remote control devices.\textsuperscript{156} The Chamberlain remote control used a rolling code that would shift from use to use, purportedly in order to avoid the possibility that a burglar might capture the code beamed from the remote control and use the captured code to open the garage door, allowing unauthorized entry to the home. In order to interoperate with the door-opening mechanism, the Skylink universal remote was developed to emulate the rolling code. Chamberlain sued, claiming that the Skylink devices circumvented a technical measure that protected the security code.

In this case, however, a skeptical district court concluded that Chamberlain's DMCA claims for trafficking in an anti-circumvention device failed.\textsuperscript{157} In particular, the court concluded that the plaintiff had failed to show lack of authorization to access the security code because the purchasers had an expectation or implied license to use the garage-opening device they purchased with a second compatible remote control. Thus, the competitor Skylink could not be supplying a device for unauthorized access. This holding, of course, left open the possibility that such a license might be revoked by a restrictive express license, such as a mass-market "shrink-wrap" contract, but such a contract claim was not at issue in the suit.

And surprisingly, on appeal, the Federal Circuit not only upheld the district court's result, but expanded and amplified the holding in an opinion with potentially broad applicability to DMCA claims targeted at noninfringing interoperable devices.\textsuperscript{158} The appellate opinion focused on the lack of any relationship between the access enabled by the Skylink device and a copyrighted work. The court factually distinguished cases such as \textit{Reimerdes}, and the trial court opinion in \textit{Lexmark}, as involving an allegation of copyright infringement.\textsuperscript{159} Chamberlain, in contrast, had alleged no infringement of its underlying software or any other copyrightable work. Indeed, the Federal Circuit agreed with the trial court that authorization for use of the door-opening software was implied in the
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purchase of the Chamberlain product, precluding a claim of unauthorized exercise of an exclusive right of the copyright holder.

The Federal Circuit also rejected language from previous decisions, such as that in Reimerdes, suggesting that the DMCA anti-circumvention provisions should be read as creating a new right of access to protected works.\footnote{Id. at 1202-03.} The court was particularly exercised to reject any proposal that the anti-circumvention provisions create a new form of property right.\footnote{Id. at 1204.} According to the Federal Circuit opinion, Congress intended the DMCA anti-circumvention provisions to secure the technical protection of copyrighted works, and not as a new set of legal privileges in their own right. Thus, the opinion treats the anti-circumvention provisions as prohibiting only forms of access that bear a reasonable relationship to the rights granted by the Copyright Act.\footnote{Id. at 1202-03.}

Close on the heels of the Chamberlain decision, the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals repudiated the determination of the trial court in the Lexmark case.\footnote{Id. at 1197-99.} Like the appellate opinion in Chamberlain, the appellate opinion in Lexmark rather clearly displays the court’s concern that Lexmark’s DMCA claims had nothing to do with the pirating of music or other copyrighted content, but rather, constituted a fairly naked attempt to suppress competition in the market for printer ink cartridges. The appellate opinion sharply reversed the trial court’s reasoning, holding that the Lexmark codes utilized by the Static Control chips did not control “access” to the printer software—the software code was not encrypted or otherwise protected by technical measures.\footnote{Id. at 547-50.} By purchasing a printer, the court reasoned, an owner could access, read, and alter the software at will. Neither did the court accept that the codes controlled access to the printer software in the sense of controlling its use.\footnote{Id. at 550.} Additionally, the Sixth Circuit appeared sympathetic to a broader interpretation of the DMCA reverse-engineering provision, holding that the Static Control chip contained software that appeared to constitute “independently created” programs for which interoperability was needed; consequently, the reverse-engineering exception might apply to Static Control’s activities.\footnote{Id. at 550-51.}

When taken together, these appellate opinions suggest that the judicial system is becoming aware of the potential for abuse of the DMCA, and is searching for limitations to the broad approval articulated in earlier decisions. It remains unclear how robust these particular results will be. The Chamberlain decision relies heavily on the lack of a copyright claim to distinguish the case from previous cases applying the anti-circumvention provisions. In one sense, this distinction moves in the correct direction,
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tying the DMCA back to its original purpose as a deterrent against copyright piracy. But as a practical matter, the inclusion of a copyright claim seems all that is necessary to place future cases into the same category as the claims in Reimerdes or Streambox. Incorporating an allegation of copyright infringement into an anti-circumvention action presents a rather low threshold for DMCA claims; because technical protections will nearly always include some software component, inclusion of a copyright claim to accompany circumvention claims will be routine, even if no digital content is truly at risk.

Additionally, the Chamberlain appellate opinion, as the trial court opinion, leaves open the use of mass-market licenses to prevent reverse engineering or interoperation of technically protected devices with unauthorized devices. Although the Chamberlain court declined to reach the question of whether circumvention could be prohibited by mass-market contract,167 Federal Circuit precedent might be read to allow such a prohibition.168 The Lexmark decision also relies heavily on access privileges inferred from purchase of a device, when such privileges could in theory be restricted by “shrink-wrap” boilerplate. If such uses of “shrink-wrap” are permissible, then boilerplate licenses might be employed to negate whatever limits have been placed on strategic overreaching by means of the DMCA anti-circumvention provisions.

VI. COMPETITIVE ANTIDOTES

I have argued that, like any other interoperable computer technology, DRM will tend toward a single standard, and simultaneously toward whatever concerns over monopolization or restraint of trade that come with such network effects. Additionally, the secure computing features of DRM will tend to resist the market forces that would naturally tend to ameliorate such concerns. But it is the approach to anti-circumvention law adopted in decisions such as Reimerdes, Blizzard, and the trial court Lexmark opinion that most greatly heightens the danger of such anticompetitive effects. The facts of these cases illustrate the kind of anticompetitive uses to which anti-circumvention claims might be put, and the reasoning in such opinions essentially blesses the most pernicious application of the DMCA provisions.

The development of technical standards in general has been recognized as raising concerns under both section 1 of the Sherman Antitrust Act, which prohibits conspiracies to restrain trade,169 and under section 2 of the Act, which prohibits monopolization or attempted monopolization.170 Under section 1, there may be concern that standard-setting organizations will act as cartels to exclude new entrants; under section 2, there may be
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concern that the owner of a proprietary standard will exploit network effects to dominate a particular market. On rare occasions, courts have also recognized certain design choices as technological attempts to "tie" together interoperable products, effectively excluding consumer adoption of products produced by competitors because of technological incompatibility. Such "predatory design" situations might be penalized as a form of antitrust violation if anticompetitive intent, rather than technological benefit, prompted the design. This kind of antitrust claim has been controversial, and in its present form could be difficult to employ if incompatibility is claimed for the purpose of "secure computing."

The difficulty of formulating an antitrust claim under either section of the Sherman Act stems from the need for a "rule of reason" balancing approach, comparing benefits to detriments. In general, standard setting, whether for DRM or other forms of interoperation, will create a variety of pro-competitive benefits: the creation of compatible consumer products, enhancement of positive network effects, and avoidance of incompatible products that could leave consumers "stranded" when other standards become dominant. Typically, many of these benefits can be captured by firms that are not part of the standard-setting process. Indeed, some commentators on standard-setting organizations have raised the concern that follow-on firms might "free ride" on the standard-setting process, avoiding the costs of standard setting by not participating in the process, but reaping the rewards of compatibility by following the standard once it is in place.

Whether or not such free riding is in itself desirable, it mitigates concern over anticompetitive exclusion; once a standard is established, firms can typically, at essentially zero cost, adopt the established standard and incorporate it into their products so that markets and consumers will benefit. But the ability to adopt a standard assumes accessibility to or familiarity with that standard. Analyses of standard setting that rely upon open adoption of standards likewise assume that firms in the marketplace will be able to comprehend and mimic the standard through examination or reverse engineering of the products incorporating the standard. Under such

conditions, the anticompetitive effects of network “lock-in” will be at least somewhat ameliorated by the threat of new entry, so long as new entrants can adopt or adapt the standard.

Such standards adoption may be frustrated if the standard is protected by intellectual property rights so that reverse engineering and adoption of the standard may constitute intellectual property infringement. Patents pose a particular problem in this context, as patent law contains no reverse engineering provision, and indeed, hardly any exemptions from infringement at all. Copyright has on occasion been interposed to prevent reverse engineering of software products, but presents less of a problem than patents due to a line of cases holding that copying in the course of reverse engineering may constitute fair use. Either form of exclusive right could in theory be employed to anticompetitive effect in violation of the antitrust law, but the general trend, especially for patents, has increasingly been one of deference to the right holder, making the limit of impermissible exclusion increasingly remote.

As a consequence, commentators have given considerable attention to the problem of standards promulgation when that standard is covered by a patent, including discussion of the proper role of antitrust and misuse law in deterring the anticompetitive effects of proprietary standards. But the problems identified in this regard may be far more common, or greatly exacerbated, when the standard involves DRM. In order to remain secure, such devices will typically be designed to resist casual examination and interoperability with non-trusted devices. Reverse engineering of such devices will require circumvention of their security measures. Thus, detailed examination of DRM standards, including decryption and reverse engineering, will likely run afoul of the DMCA anti-circumvention provisions, creating a legal deterrent to competitive or interoperable products.

As interpreted in Reimerdes and similar cases, the anti-circumvention provisions may therefore play the role that patents sometimes play in suppressing device interoperability. When interpreted as a type of exclusory right, these provisions force firms that wish to adopt the DRM standard to ask for permission for a license; if the license is denied,

attempting self-help violates the DRM owner's anti-circumvention right. The fair use exemption for reverse engineering would not apply, since under this view circumvention is prohibited for both fair use and foul. Neither is the DMCA reverse-engineering exception likely to be available; by its own terms it applies only to software interoperation, and the analysis in cases such as Blizzard limits the exception further to "independent" products that are not substitutes for the work examined.

The result of this approach would allow DRM developers to leverage technical standards into aftermarket monopolies covering a wide range of interoperable devices and substitutes—precisely the pattern of exclusion seen in the DMCA cases up until Chamberlain. The Chamberlain and Lexmark opinions radically change the trend begun in Reimerdes by reinterpreting the statute to avoid the strategic behavior that had begun to emerge from the most obvious reading of the statute. The Federal Circuit's language rejected the proposition that the anti-circumvention provisions create a new form of property right, effectively transforming the anti-circumvention provisions into a sort of "super contributory" infringement. Analytically, this ties anti-circumvention claims back to copyright, reintroducing into the anti-circumvention provisions the standards-based determinations found in the Copyright Act—if for example, the use of the protected content was fair, no anti-circumvention claim would lie.

At the same time, the Chamberlain and appellate Lexmark opinions also recognize that the development of DRM is not exempt from the prohibitions of antitrust law and doctrines of misuse. Both opinions leave open the possibility of contractual access prohibitions, which in combination with the anti-circumvention prohibitions could cross the line into anticompetitive conduct. The Chamberlain approach rejects the formulation of anti-circumvention rights as separate from copyright. But even were the Reimerdes approach to prevail, and the anti-circumvention provisions considered to constitute a separate property right, the opinion recognizes that it would still be constrained by antitrust law. Similarly, the opinion seems to caution against permitting copyright owners to use combinations of technical protections and contract to prohibit certain uses, such as fair uses of a copyrighted work, when the public has "an inherent legal right" to such uses. Antitrust seems to be at least one suggested limitation to overreaching under either a contractual or property-based theory, as the antitrust claims that have been at issue in previous standards setting, such as claims of tying or concerted refusal to deal, may, for the reasons I have indicated above, be heightened in the DRM milieu.

The Chamberlain opinion also suggests a role for the related, but separate, doctrine of misuse. I have similarly argued that misuse might be pressed into service to curtail overreaching under the DMCA. This
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employment of misuse seems highly appropriate if anti-circumvention is viewed as a collection of rights separate from copyright in the underlying technically protected work—a position vehemently rejected by the Chamberlain opinion.¹⁸⁴ But misuse remains an appropriate antidote for overreaching even if the anti-circumvention provisions are viewed as a form of super-contributory infringement. The doctrine of misuse acted for many years as a foil or counterbalance to expansive contributory infringement in patent law, and appears to be taking on much the same role in copyright.¹⁸⁵ Misuse might well undertake a similar function regarding a new “super” contributory infringement right under the DMCA.

CONCLUSION

In this paper I have examined certain social costs of deploying digital rights management, or DRM systems to protect copyrighted content, although I have limited my examination to “hard” systems directed to active control or prohibition of content usage. I have not considered “soft” DRM measures, such as steganography or “watermarking,” that might enhance detection and enforcement of existing legal prohibitions, and so indirectly deter certain user behaviors. “Hard” technologies have been the subject of intense interest by content producers, as these technologies hold the promise of self enforcement.

But the calculus of costs and benefits for such technical self-help is highly complex, and the prospect for successful self-help via such measures is uncertain. The nature of this technology tends away from the embodiment of legal standards, but toward the formulation of uniform technical standards. The first trend implicates heightened costs from ex ante design of behavioral constraints; it seems unlikely that content producers possess sufficient information about the uses of content in order to make a correct decision regarding the design of DRM restrictions. Some consideration for the value of overly restricted access may be reflected in lower prices for DRM-restricted products; however, much of the value of unrestricted access may be unpredictable or diffuse.

The second trend suggests strategic reasons as to why content developers may have improper or insufficient incentives for taking into account consumer preferences or value. DRM will tend not only toward a technical standard, but toward a technical standard that may be uniquely susceptible to strategic manipulation. This susceptibility appears to have been reinforced by the passage of anti-circumvention legislation that in fact lends itself to an anti-reverse-engineering interpretation. Recent appellate cases involving the anti-circumvention provisions suggest that courts are willing to reinterpret the statute in order to deter the most egregious behavior fostered by such an interpretation. But it is unclear how robust this

¹⁸⁵. See Burk, supra note 183, at 1115-18, 1124.
reinterpretation might be, inviting a reconsideration of competition doctrines such as predatory design and misuse in the context of DRM standards.